In Sunny South

Ken Carnase
Pacing Bronx Pin Efforts

Hottest bowler in the Bronx has been Ken Carnase, just 16, whose average around the Boro Bowling Center is 214 and has a 1,566 pin total. He is the leader in the Commercial League and the highest ranking bowler in the entire city. His 1,566 pin total is a record and has been below a 603 series only three times this season in league play.

He missed last out, but the two prior times last led with a 236-252, and he broke 200 four times. Ken, who bowled a 1,500 pin total at Fishpond Bowl, ‘’hasn’t been in the lead long enough to justify it. The much-averaged veteran shot a game of 209, a 14 game average of 240, a 243, and a 240,000.

This week Carnase decided to break his record, and bring welcome relief to long suffering motorists. The Clearview Expressway is 16 400 miles of the new $90,000,000 Throgs Neck Bridge. Simultaneously with the opening of the easternmost section of the Cross Island Parkway, motorists will be able to travel nonstop from the new Washington Bridge to the George Washington Bridge.

For many years the Bronx-Whitestone Bridge has provided a major new route for bypassing Manhattan and White Stone Bridge.

In traveling to and from Long Island, simultaneously with the bridge opening, the Throgs Neck Bridge and Tunnel Authority will open the Clearview Expressway into central Queens and the easternmost section of the Cross Island Parkway.

When that expressway is fully completed, motorists will be able to travel non-stop from the new Washington Bridge to the George Washington Bridge.

In the Bronx-Whitestone Bridge, which runs parallel to the Bronx-Whitestone two miles north and links the Bronx with the Cryder Point section of Queens, is expected to put an end to the frequent tieups and bring welcome relief to long suffering motorists.

The impressive Throgs Neck Bridge will provide a major new route for bypassing Manhattan.